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- **Same energy-signal...what characterization?**

**TAKE IT ALL!!!**

Energy-integrated detector (EID)

- **Energy**-The absorbed x-rays produce **electron-hole pairs** which are separated and drift to the anodes where they **induce short current pulses**.

- **Geometry**-Each “**macro pixel**” confined by collimator blades can be divided into **smaller sub-pixels** which are read-out separately to increase spatial resolution.

Photon counting detector (PCD)
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- **Same energy-signal...what characterization?**

All current pulses produced by absorbed x-rays are counted as soon as they **exceed a threshold energy** $T_0$. In a photon-counting detector for medical CT, $T_0$ is about 20–25 keV.

Photon counting detector (PCD)

TAKE IT ALL!!!

Less image noise in LDCT and obese patients

Less streak artifacts and more stable CT-numbers
- Same energy-signal...what characterization? TAKE IT ALL!!!

All current pulses produced by absorbed x-rays are counted as soon as they exceed a threshold energy $T_0$.

In a photon-counting detector for medical CT, $T_0$ is about 20–25 keV.
Less image noise in LDCT and obese patients

Less streak artifacts and more stable CT-numbers
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Estimating the Clinical Impact of Photon-Counting-Detector CT in Diagnosing Usual Interstitial Pneumonia

PCCT (QIR+)

Lower dose, higher image quality
Less image noise in LDCT and obese patients

Less streak artifacts and more stable CT-numbers

Simultaneous read-out of CT data in different energy bins:
SPECTRALLY RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS

Improved the reader confidence for
- reticulation,
- GGO
- mosaic pattern

Improvement in confidence in UIP presence.

PCCT (QIR+)
Less image noise in LDCT and obese patients
Less streak artifacts and more stable CT-numbers

Simultaneous read-out of CT data in different energy bins:
SPECTRALLY RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS

Radiation dose reduction of 66% compared with EID-CT is feasible, without penalty in image quality and diagnostic performance for the evaluation of ILD.
Less image noise in LDCT and obese patients
Less streak artifacts and more stable CT-numbers

Simultaneous read-out of CT data in different energy bins: SPECTRALLY RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS

FULL PAPER
Performance of virtual non-contrast images generated on clinical photon-counting detector CT for emphysema quantification: proof of concept
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Less image noise in LDCT and obese patients
Less streak artifacts and more stable CT-numbers

Computed tomography emphysema quantification was significantly affected by intravenous contrast administration and VMI-energy level (80 keV yielded most comparable results to VNC). The best trade-off in qualitative as well as in quantitative image quality evaluation was determined at 60/70 keV.
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